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A standalone romantic comedy from NYT Bestselling Author Emily Goodwin  Nerd. Geek. Loser.

Words spoken to me on a daily basis. Words that used to hurt me, but have lost their power. Iâ€™ve

embraced who I am, and if science fiction and gaming makes me uncool, well then I donâ€™t wanna

be. So when a talk, dark and handsome stranger runs into meâ€”literallyâ€”at a coffee shop and

spills my iced mocha down the front of my shirt, I assume heâ€™ll laugh it off, not ask me out on a

date that I politely decline. When things seem too good to be true, they usually are. Because Ben

has it all. Good looks. A job as killer as his abs. Great hair and great skills in bed. Thereâ€™s no

way someone like him can be interested in someone like me.Ulterior motives? Probably.

Professional stalker? Most likely. Why else would he be interested? Yet when we see each other

again, thereâ€™s an attraction I canâ€™t deny. I might be taping my very own â€œkick meâ€• sign on

my back when I agree to go out with him. My dream guy, interested in me for real? Because guys

like Ben donâ€™t fall for girls like me. **Outside the Lines is a sexy romantic comedy and is a

standalone novel**
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Laugh out funny!! Seriously, I don't know what it is, but I don't normally laugh when I read, but when

I do, it's for books like this. Felicity is a heroine I can relate with and one who I want to cheer for.

And Ben is super hot.An awesome read. 5 stars.

Eeks. Loved this book. Funny, realistic, honest and emotional. Felicity has to be one of the greatest

heroines I've read. She was real, nerdy and utterly adorable. She is a computer genius but she

settles for a low profile job. She is herself despite having been hurt in the past and she is kind and

funny.Her entire life changes when she meets Ben. He is handsome and an artist. At first glance, he

might seem like a player but not everything is as it seems. He sees Felicity for who she really is and

pursues her.Despite their seemingly obvious differences, they click and Felicity feels as if she might

have finally found the man she has been waiting for. Add in a bullying girl from Felicity's past and

you have the perfect blend of comedy and romance.The book was light on drama and that made the

book for me. It was interesting just because of how good the writing is. The author rocks this

entertaining read and I couldn't have asked for a more relatable heroine. Excellent work.If you want

some drama free romance with a perfectly imperfect kickass heroine, then look no further. If you

want a book-boyfriend with a heart of gold then look no more. You will love this couple.+++++5

Nerdy Stars from me.+++++

I received an ARC of this book in exchange for a honest review.This book is completely different

from what i have been reading and it is like a breath of fresh air! Ben and Felicity are this amazingly

refreshing couple, I love how gamer/ kinda geeky she is (and I totally need that R2-D2 tank top

because that sounds like something I would wear!) he is this artistic but total kid at heart type of guy

and it makes their relationship pretty hilerious since they aren't afraid to be goofy with each

other.From their first meeting (run in at a coffee shop and then a case of mistaken identity due to

Felicity's high school nemesis) the Sparks fly! Their first date hijinks at the mini golf course was

adorable! Both of them are highly competitive and that made for a fun scene of comparing Go Karts

to a game of Mario Kart (Much respect for bringing up cool retro games!)All throughout the rest of

the book we get too see all the quirks of their relationship, a lot of steamy times, quite a bit of

cosplay and other adorable moments. There are a lot of moments also that everybody who has

been in those beginning stages of a relationship can relate to. The whole defining the relationship

and are we or aren't we exclusive talk, meeting the family. . . Etc.I really enjoyed this book! Felicity

is going to be one of my favorite characters of the year I'm sure! She's quirky and different and



somewhat unsure of herself but she is totally real and relatable and it feels like I've know her for

years.

HOLY HUMOR BATMAN! I LOVED LOVED LOVED this story! It's definitely one of the funniest

books I've ever read! A word of warning, don't read while drinking a beverage.Felicity Hills marches

to the beat of her own drummer. She's not a big fan of people, so that's why she works behind a

computer all day. When her boss begs her to go on a service call for him, she stops at a coffee shop

on the way, where a sexy stranger spills her iced mocha down her shirt. What she doesn't realize is

she's going to see him again shortly, and he's going to turn her life upside down. Felicity can't get

him out of her head, so she agrees to go to dinner with him, although she can't figure out why he

would be interested in her. Will Ben be able to convince Felicity that he really does want to be with

her?OMG I'm not sure I ever stopped laughing throughout this story. The character development is

perfect, and Felicity is one of the best heroines I've read. I related to her so much, especially with

the light saber, and superhero drawers. A well written, fast paced, hilarious storyline flows smoothly.

Emily Goodwin has a fantastic way of writing a hilarious and realistic story that I totally related to.

The sexy scenes are SMOKIN panty melting goodness, and the developing love was entertaining. I

can't wait to read more by this author in the future, and HIGHLY RECOMMEND!

The only reason I didn't give this book 5 stars is because of the whining. There was veritable

conversation between Felicity and Ben. There was a lot more assumptions then actual talking. I

loved this book and would recommend it.

Outside the lines was one of the best books I have read. This story is beautiful. It's full of hilarious,

steamy, and real events! Beautifully written. The story is one that you just can't put down. You will

read this well into the night. You can't put it down.

**I was gifted a copy of this book in exchange for my honest review**Felicity is a coffee and gaming

loving nerd who loves, well nerdy things. She is a total computer genius and lives a very simple

plain life.That is until she bumps into Ben, literally bumps into him in the coffee shop. He completely

took her breath away, but she never thought she would see him again. But fate had a different take

on that and decided to throw her a curve ball.They are perfect soulmates and are clearly destined to

be together.This book is totally lovely, heartwarming and warm and gooey like a freshly baked

cookie. I absolutely loved it. Their love is just so perfect, the laughter, the fun, the hot sex. It's all a



recipe for the perfect relationship.If you want a soppy love story with zero drama and hot sex then

this is the book for you,
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